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Abstract. In this chapter, we present retrieval techniques using content-based and 
concept-based technologies, for digital image and video database applications. We 
first deal with the state-of-the-art methods in a content-based framework including: 
Laplacian mixture model for content characterization, nonlinear relevance feedback, 
combining audio and visual features for video retrieval, and designing automatic 
relevance feedback in distributed digital libraries. We then take an elevated post, 
to review the defining characteristic and usefulness of the current content-based 
approaches and to articulate any required extension in order to support semantic 
queries. 
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1 Introduction 

Content-based indexing and retrieval of multimedia data has been one of the 
focal research areas in the multimedia research community. Recognizing the 
fact that the extension of the well studied information retrieval (IR) to  multi- 
media content is constrained by numerous limitations, the search for a better 
search engine started in the late 80s and early 90s of the last century. The 
main focus has been on indexing and retrieval of the visual data - images 
and videos. Early efforts for fully automated retrieval have been proven to 
be less effective due to  two facts: (1) the representation gap between the 
low level features used by the computers and the high level semantics used 
by the humans; (2) subjective evaluation of the retrieval results. To allevi- 
ate the problems, direct participation of human users in a relevance feedback 
(RF) loop became a popular approach. However, the restriction of relevance 
feedback is obvious: excessive human subjective errors and inconvenience in 
networked digital libraries are two of them. Unsupervised learning have been 
introduced t o  automatically integrate human perception knowledge in order to  



solve the problems and preliminary results show that the approach is promis- 
ing. However, the fundamental issue in retrieval cannot be completely resolved 
by content-based methods alone. Researchers have directed their attention to 
the concepts behind how human beings analyze visual scenes. Semantic inte- 
gration of audio/video/text has been investigated by several groups. A more 
daring approach, purely based on the study of concepts of different activi- 
ties, led to a novel paradigm to develop new ways of indexing and search 
of audio/visual documents. In this chapter, we will first survey state-of-the- 
art in imagelvideo retrieval. We will then present some of our recent works 
in human-centered computing in content-based retrieval (CBR) and indexing 
audio/visual documents by concepts. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the methods for 
feature extraction and query design in relevance feedback based CBR system. 
Section 3 presents video retrieval using joint processing of audio and visual 
information. Section 4 presents new architecture of automatic relevance feed- 
back in networked database systems. Section 5 reviews concept-based retrieval 
techniques. 

2 Feature Extraction and Query Design in CBR 

In this section, we firstly propose a Laplacian mixture model (LMM) for con- 
tent characterization of images in the wavelet domain. Specifically, the LMM 
is used to model the peaky distributions of the wavelet coefficients. It  extracts 
a low dimensional feature vector which is very important for the retrieval ef- 
ficiency. We then study a non-linear approach for similarity matching within 
the relevance feedback framework. An adaptive radial basis function network 
(ARBFN) is proposed for the local approximation of the image similarity 
function. This learning strategy involves both positive and negative training 
samples. Thus, the current system is capable in modeling user response with 
minimum feedback cycles and a small number of feedback samples. 

2.1 Feature  Ext rac t ion  

The wavelet transform of most of the signals we come across in the real world 
are sparse due to its compression property. There are a few wavelet coeffi- 
cients that have large values and carry most of the information, while most of 
the coefficients are small. This energy packing property of the wavelet coeffi- 
cients results in a peaky distribution. This type of peaky distribution is more 
heavy-tailed than the Gaussian distribution. In Figure 1, we have plotted the 
histograms of wavelet coefficients at different scales for an example image from 
the Brodatz image database. The peaky nature of the distributions is clearly 
observed from this figure. 

As illustrated above, the distributions of the wavelet coefficients are non- 
Gaussian in nature. Therefore modeling of wavelet coefficients using a single 
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Fig. 1. Histograms of wavelet coefficients at different scales of a texture image from 
the Brodatz image database. 

distribution such as Gaussian or Laplacian gives rise to mismatches. The mix- 
ture modeling provides an excellent and flexible alternative for this kind of 
complex distribution. Finite mixture models (FMMs) are widely used in the 
statistical modeling of data. They are a very powerful tool for probabilistic 
modeling of the data produced by a set of alternative sources. Finite mixtures 
represent a formal approach to unsupervised classification in statistical pat- 
tern recognition. The usefulness of this modeling approach is not limited to 
clustering. FMMs are also able to represent arbitrarily complex probability 
density functions [I]. 

We can model any arbitrary shaped distribution using mixture of Gaus- 
sians if we have an infinite number of components in the mixture. This is 
however practically infeasible. We therefore model the wavelet coefficient dis- 
tribution with a two component Laplacian mixture. The parameters of this 
mixture model are used as features for indexing the texture images. It  has 
been observed that the resulting features possess high discriminatory power 
for texture classification. Because of the low dimensionality of the resulting 
feature vector, the retrieval stage consumes less time enhancing the user ex- 
perience while interacting with the system. The images are decomposed using 
2-dimensional wavelet transform. The 2-D wavelet transform decomposes the 
images into 4 subbands representing the horizontal, vertical, diagonal informa- 
tion and a scaled down low resolution approximation of the original image at  
the coarsest level. The texture information is carried by only a few coefficients 
in the wavelet domain where the edges occur in the original images. 

In our method, we model the wavelet coefficients in each wavelet subband 
as a mixture of two Laplacians centered at  zero: 



where a1 and a 2  are the mixing probabilities of the two components pl  and p2; 
wi are the wavelet coefficients; bl and b2 are the parameters of the Laplacian 
distribution pl and p2 respectively. The Laplacian component corresponding 
to the class of small coefficients has relatively small value of parameter bl. 
The Laplacian component in (1) is defined as: 

The shape of the Laplacian distribution is determined by the single parameter 
b. 

We apply the EM algorithm [2] to estimate the parameters of the model. 
The EM algorithm is iterative and consists of two steps, Es t ep  and M-step, 
for each iteration. 

E-Step: For the n-th iterative cycle, the E-step computes two probabilities 
for each wavelet coefficient: 

M-Step: In the M-step, the parameters [bl ,  b2] and a priori probabilities 
[a l ,  a2] are updated. 

where K is the total number of wavelet coefficients. 
To obtain the content features, an image is firstly decomposed using 2-D 

wavelet transformation. The EM algorithm is then applied to each of the de- 
tailed sub-bands LH, HL, HH at each wavelet scale. The model parameters 
[bl ,  bz] calculated for each subband are used as features. The mean and stan- 
dard deviation of the wavelet coefficients in the approximate subband are also 
chosen as features. In case of 3-level decomposition of images, the feature vec- 
tor is 20-dimensional. The individual components of the feature vector have 
different dynamic ranges because they measure the different physical quan- 
tities. Therefore the feature values are rescaled to contribute equally to the 
distance calculation. 
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Fig. 2. Average Recall (% ) obtained by retrieving 1856 query images using (a) query 
modification approach; and (b) RBI? approach. In both cases, the initial results are 
based on the city-block distance. 

Retrieval Performance 

The discriminatory power of the features is highly important for an effective 
image retrieval system. However, it is very difficult to model the human visual 
perception by only a set of features. Also the similarity between the images is 
a very subjective notion. The visual content of the images may be interpreted 
differently by different individuals. The objective of an efficient CBR system 
is to model human visual system. This serves as the motivation for the idea 
of relevance feedback (RF). Relevance feedback is a mechanism of learning 
from user interaction. The system parameters are changed depending on the 
feedback from the user. There may be a variety of ways in which the input 
from the user can be used. In our experiments, a query modification (QM) 
approach along with a single-class radial basis function (RBF) for similarity 
criteria is employed [3]. 

Figure 2(a) summarizes the retrieval performance of the proposed feature 
set using query modification approach in the RF. These experimental results 
were obtained using Brodatz texture image database. Brodatz image database 
contains 1856 images divided into 116 classes. Every class contains 16 images. 
It is observed that Laplacian Mixture Model (LMM) features perform sig- 
nificantly higher than Wavelet Moments (WM). A performance increase of 
31.02 % is achieved in the initial search cycle. The retrieval ratio of 84.60 % 
is obtained at third iteration compared to 56.25 % in WM case. 

Figure 2(b) depicts the performance of RBF for both feature sets. An 
increase of 2.12 % is obtained for the LMM features compared to 15.05 % 
increase in case of WM features. It  is further observed the performance is 
slightly higher in case the images are decomposed using Daubechies-4 (db4) 
wavelet kernel compared to Daubechies-2 (db2). 



2.2 A n  Adaptive Radia l  Basis Function Network for Query  
Modeling 

In order to learn user perception through a relevance feedback process, we 
propose an adaptive radial basis function network (ARBFN) for query model- 
ing using multiple-modeling paradigm. In this framework, a function approx- 
imation associated with a given query is estimated by the superposition of 
different local models. Via the three-layer architecture of the RBF network, 
the discriminant function is obtained by a linear combiner as: 

where x E RP denotes an input vector; Gi (.) is the nonlinear model function; 
ci E RP and ei are the corresponding RBF center and linear weight, respec- 
tively. The advantage of this network used in the current application is that 
it finds the input-output map using local approximators. Consequently, the 
underlying basis function responds only to a small region of the input space 

where the function is centered, e.g., a Gaussian response, @(y) = e-(y2/"2), 
where a is a real constant, and @(y)= 0 as y 4 oo. This relationship allows 
local evaluation for image similarity matching. 

Unfortunately, due to the possible high correlation between training sam- 
ples introduced during relevance feedback process, the general criteria pre- 
viously studied (e.g., [4,5]) to select c and a will not guarantee adequate 
performance. The uniqueness of the image retrieval application introduces 
new challenges in the construction of the RBF model. A small training set 
feedback by the user during interactive cycle contains samples that are highly 
correlated to each other. This correlation is in terms of visual similarity as 
well as numerical distance in feature space. The EDLS (Exact Design Net- 
work using Least Square criterion) [4] provides us with a useful example of the 
problem of numerical ill-conditioning which is caused by some centers being 
too close to each other or highly correlated. This is due to the fact that the 
EDLS derives RBF centers from all training samples in a one-to-one corre- 
sponding manner. Chen's original orthogonal least squares (OLS) algorithm 
[5] to select a possible subset of samples for RBF centers so that adequate and 
parsimonious RBF networks can be derived. The OLS method is employed as 
a forward regression procedure by treating the centers as the regressors, and 
selecting a subset of significant regressors from a given candidate set. This 
regression procedure also allows monitoring regressors that cause numerical 
ill-conditioning. However, in the image retrieval application, the criterion for 
selecting RBF centers employed by OLS may not adequately address the high 
level of correlation among training samples. 



Network training 

Within a feedback cycle, we may form a training sample set for the RBF 
network as: T = {xl ,x2,  ..., x ~ ) ,  each sample having distance, D,("~), with 

where 0jZ3) denotes the distance between xi and a query e j ,  chosen from the 
NT data points in the entire database, and N << NT. Each data point in 
this training set is labeled either as positive or negative. We formally denote 
the positive sample set as X+ = {(x'i, yi) I yi = 1, i = 1, ..., nM}, and the 
negative sample set as X- = {(x"~, yi) I yi = 0, i = 1, . . . , nN}, where n~ and 
n~ are the total number of positive and negative samples, respectively. 

Due to the small size of set T with the high correlation between its mem- 
bers, we proposed a new ARBFN learning algorithm to characterized RBF 
network model. The proposed learning strategy for RBF network involves two 
phases. First, the positive feedback strategy is used to construct the local ap- 
proximators and their associated centers and widths. Second, the negative 
feedback strategy is used to improve decision boundary of the network. 

Est imation of Approximators  via Positive Feedback 

In general, both positive and negative samples may be chosen as the RBF 
centers. However, the application of negative samples to RBF centers and their 
associated linear weights may reduce classification power of the RBF network. 
This is due to the small distance among the retrieved samples as described by 
(8), which make the selected centers too close. A possible solution to overcome 
this problem is to assign the RBF centers only with positive samples. By this 
way, the shape of each positive cluster can be described by: 

where ci = x1i, i = 1, ..., nM. In addition, as oppose to the OLS algorithm, 
each RBF width a in (9) is adjusted dynamically according to the distance 
between RBF center and its neighbor. That is: 

where < is an overlapping factor. 
The most accurate means of obtaining the linear weights, Oi, i = 1, ..., n ~ ,  

comes from applying the least squares algorithm to the RBF model [4]. This 
algorithm produces the solution to minimizing least square errors as: 



where y = [yl, y2, ..., yn,lT is the decided response, and the matrix G E 

MnM X n M  , 

In our work, since only positive samples are chosen as RBF centers, to- 
gether with y, = ll 'di, we set 4 = 1, 'di = 1, . . . , nM, without the application of 
(11)-(12). This also provides simplicity for practical use of the RBF network. 

The basic RBF version of the ARBFN discussed in (9) is based on the as- 
sumption that the feature space is uniformly weighted in all directions. How- 
ever, image feature variables tend to exhibit different degrees of importance 
which heavily depend on the nature of the query and the relevant images de- 
fined [3]. This leads to the adoption of an elliptic basis function (EBF). Thus, 
in place of (9), a new version of the Gaussian-shaped RBF that takes into 
account the feature relevancy, can be defined as: 

where A = diag[al, ..., a,, ..., ap]. So, the parameters a,, p = 1, ..., P repre- 
sent the relevance weights which are derived from the variance of the positive 
samples in X+,  i.e., a, IX l /Jp, where J, is the standard deviation of the p t h  
feature variable of xti, i = 1, ..., n ~ .  

Expansion Centers via Negative Feedback 

The possibility of moving the expansion centers is useful for improving the 
representativeness of the centers. Recall that, in a given training set, we have 
both positive and negative samples, which are the ranked results from the 
previous search operation. For the negative samples, xui, i = 1, ..., n N ,  the 
similarity scores from the previous search indicate that their clusters are close 
to the positive samples retrieved in the same relevance feedback cycle. Here, 
the use of negative samples becomes essential, as the RBF centers should be 
moved slightly away from these clusters. Therefore, we modify each positive 
sample XI,, i = 1, .. . , nM, before applying it to  characterize the RBF centers 
in (9). The modification involves on iteration process of the following two 
steps: 

Step I, select a data point x" from {XI',, i = 1, ..., nN), and choose the 
winning node XI,., according to: 

i* = arg min ((x" - x ' , ) ~  A (x" - XI,)) 
i€{l, ..., n ~ }  



0 Step 11, modify the winning node by the anti-reinforced learning rule, 

and decrease the learning constant P(t) monotonically, P(t) = P(t)/(P(t) + 0.5). 
0 Repeat Step I and Step I1 until P(t) x 0. 

Retrieval Performance 

In this section we demonstrate retrieval performance of the ARBFN method 
by comparing it with the EDLS [4] and OLS [5] algorithms. The methods were 
applied to the image database from Corel Gallery 65000 product [6], which 
contains 40,000 photographs from 400 categories. Each image was indexed by 
multiple types of image features, including color histogram and color moments 
for color descriptors; Gabor wavelet transform for texture descriptors; and 
Fourier descriptor for shape descriptors. Since these images were originally 
organized by Corel professionals that provide us the ground truth, PR1 results 
serve as a meaningful indication of retrieval accuracy. 

The proposed ARBFN algorithm was applied for retrieval using its crite- 
rion for selection of RBF center and width, together with the shifting center. 
In the comparing method, the OLS learning procedure was used to choose the 
RBF centers as a subset of training data vectors, using a one-by-one selec- 
tion manner and error reduction criterion. The selection process is terminated 
when the network's mean squared error falls below a pre-defined tolerance. 
In comparison, the EDLS assigned all feedback samples to the RBF centers. 
EDLS constructed the second layer weights and bias in such a way that the 
network sum-squred error was minimized to zero on the training vectors. The 
RBF widths used by OLS and EDLS were determined experimentally, and it 
was found that the appropriate width was a = 0.8. 

Table 1 summaries the average precision results, ~ ~ ( r f ) ,  as a function 
of iteration r f ,  taken over 35 queries. We can see from the results that the 
ARBFN significantly improved the retrieval accuracy (up to 92% precision). 
The first iteration showed an improvement of about 35.9% ; the second it- 
eration an additional 9.6% ; and the third increased by 2.1% . The ARBFN 
outperformed the OLS (76.61% ) and the EDLS. This result confirms that 
the ARBFN learning strategy offers a better solution to the construction of a 
RBF network for the interactive image retrieval, than the two standard learn- 
ing strategies. In addition, it was observed that the performance of the EDLS 
reduced after two iterations as the retrieved samples become correlated more 
strongly. This indicated that the RBF centers critically influenced the perfor- 
mance of the RBF classifier, and that RBF classifier constructed by matching 
all retrieved samples exactly to the RBF centers degraded the retrieval perfor- 
mance. Based on our simulation study, it is evident that the ARBFN is very 

'PR (precision rate) is defined as number of relevant image retrieved over top 
sixteen best matches. 



effective in learning from a given small set of feedback samples, and converges 
quickly within one to two feedback cycles. 

Table 1. Average precision (% ) as a function of relevance feedback cycles, m(r f ) ,  
obtained by retrieving 35 quires, using Core1 Database. 

3 Audio Visual Cues for Video Indexing and Retrieval 

Method 

ARBFN 
EDLS 
OLS 

In this section we describe a video indexing and retrieval technique using com- 
bined processing of audio and visual information. Compared to still images, 
the spatio-temporal information of video file contains multimodality signal 
fusion of image sequence, music, caption text, and spoken words. When used 
together, the multi-modality signals form powerful features for analyzing video 
content. In sport video, audiovisual analysis is effective to detect sport key 
episodes, such as goal event, touchdown sequence [7], and racket hits in a 
tennis game [8]. In broadcast television, multimodality signals can be used to 
classify video into certain types of scene like dialogue, story, action [9], weather 
forecasts, and commercials [lo]. Multimodality also plays an important role in 
combining content and context features for multimedia understanding which 
involves multimedia object detection and organization [I 1,121. This technique 
aims at supporting a better interface of high-level-concept queries. 

Unlike the previous works discussed, the proposed method owns its scala- 
bility and flexibility properties. Firstly, the scalability demonstrates that the 
current technique can be applied to a wide range of applications. As compared 
to the techniques in [7-91, the proposed method does not restrict itself either 
to specific video domains or pre-defined event and scene classes. Secondly, the 
proposed technique is flexible in that it can be applied to a longer portion of 
video clip, beyond the shot or key frames. We adopt adaptive video indexing 
(AVI) technique to characterize visual content. AVI can be applied to shot, 
scene, and story levels [13]. Also, the content analysis of audio is obtained by 
statistical time-frequency analysis methods that can be applied to audio at 
the clip level. This method is independent to the pre-defined audio segments. 
This means that the proposed method assumes the audio as a non-stationary 
signal, in which the signal characteristic can be changed dramatically within 
a given portion of audio clip. 

Average Precision (% ), F R ( ~  f )  
rf=O 

44.82 
44.82 
44.82 

rf=l 
80.72 
50.18 
66.07 

rf=2 
90.36 
43.39 
73.21 

rf=3 
92.50 
43.04 
76.61 



3.1 Visual Modeling by Adaptive Video Indexing (AVI) Technique 

Our motivation for visual content characterization is based on the fact that 
video data is a sequence of images. Videos which have similar contents usually 
contain similar images. The degree of similarity between videos may depend on 
the degree of "overlapping", describing how often the videos refer to a similar 
set of images. In general, a primary content description for video interval I,  
can be defined by: 

where fi denotes the i-th video frame, Xi is its feature vector; nf is the total 
number of frames within I,; and p is the dimension of Xi. It  is noted that 
the video interval I,  can be of any levels as defined by shot, scene, and story 
clips. These organizations facilitate multiple-level access to video databases 

1131. 
For video indexing, the key-frame based method is commonly used to 

model the video content within shot level by the selection of optimum frames. 
However, this need not necessarily be the case for the video characterization 
scenario, with which we are ultimately concerned, to address the temporal 
information. Smith et  a1 [14] approached this problem by modeling video con- 
tent along temporal dimension. The model matches descriptors for multiple 
frames from the query and target video. This scenario is employed by the pro- 
posed AVI method to take into account all frames along temporal dimension. 
However, instead of directly storing and matching all Xi as in Smith's model 
[14], the AVI defines a descriptor to wrap spatio-temporal information using 
a probability feature transformation. 

With the AVI model, a descriptor is defined by the probability of finding 
a visual model (or template) Mt in the input video, which is given simply by: 

nf x v  

P(M,) = (nf x 7)l-l C ~ ( e  3 - - e A&] (17) 
j=1 

where lMt is the label of the corresponding model vector Mt,  and nf x 7) is 
the total number of labels used for indexing the input video. The function 
I  (.) is equal to 1 if the argument is true, and 0 otherwise. The descriptor 
P(Mt)  is estimated for its corresponding model vector in the model set, M = 
[Ml, ..., Mt, ..., MT], Mt E W. These models are generated and optimized 
from the training vectors Xj ,  j = 1, ..., J. Here, we shall assume that the 
number of model vectors is significantly smaller than the number of training 
vectors, i.e., T << J. In order to obtain a model vector set, M we apply the 
competitive learning algorithm [15] to the training set Xj, j = 1, ..., J. Here, 
the space of X is characterized by a color histogram feature, using HSV color 
space and 48 bins, i.e., p = 48. 



For video indexing, a secondary descriptor is generated to characterize 
spatio-temporal information. We generate a set of labels via a multiple-label- 
mapping function F ( X )  : ?I?48 -+ $27, where each Xi is mapped onto a Voronoi 
space through: 

X i *  ( ~ * , R : * ) + P ( ~ ~ ) ,  t * =  argmin ( / /Xi-MtlI) ,  Rz* = U ~ = ~ M ~ ,  
t€{l ,  ..., T} 

(18) 
where RZ* is a region containing q Voronoi cells-the wining node Mt+ and 
other q - 1 Voronoi cells neighboring to the node Mt*. The set of labels, 
,dXi) = !zl, !z2, ..., !?,, contains the associated labels of the Voronoi cells 
in R;*. In other words, all labels, !zj, j = 1, .., q, represent the top q best 
match models to the input vector Xi. This multiple-label mapping process 
allows the interpretation of the correlation information among the models. 
It  also allows the interpretation of the correlation information between video 
frames for better analysis, since these frames are usually highly correlated in 
the input video. 

The mapping of all video frames in I, results in a set of ,dXi), i = 
1,2, .., nf  , which is then concatenated into a single feature vector WI, = 
[wl, ..., wt, ... wT]. According to (17), each wt is obtained by: 

It is noted that only a few of wt have nonzero value since T >> n. There- 
fore, W is very sparse, which allows for efficient storage space and fast vector 
matching. This sparse vector can be formally defined as: 

where x is a set of indexes t belonging to the nonzero wt. In this way, the 
content similarity matching between two video intervals, I, and I, can be 
computed by: 

where the second term is defined by the popular cosine measure. 

3.2 Feature  Extract ion from Embedded Audio 

Audio is a rich source of information that often reflects what is happening in 
the video scenes. The users of the video data might be interested in certain 
action sequences that are easier to identify in the audio domain. Visual infor- 
mation may not yield useful indices in this kind of scenario. For this purpose, 



we need to extract features that represent the global similarity of the embed- 
ded audio content. A statistical approach has been adopted here to analyze 
the audio data and extract features for video indexing. 

The proposed indexing scheme does not depend on the segmentation 
method. The video may be segmented into clips using any existing algorithm. 
The embedded audio is separated from the video clips, and then re-sampled 
at a uniform sampling rate. Each audio segment is decomposed using a one- 
dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) which decomposes the signal 
into 2 subbands at each wavelet scale; a low frequency subband and a high 
frequency subband. Audio signal is different from image signal. In images, 
the values of adjacent pixels usually don't change sharply. On the other hand 
digital audio signal is a form of oscillating waveform, which includes a variety 
of frequency components varying with time. Most audio signals consist of a 
wide variety of frequencies. The wavelet coefficients of audio signal have many 
large values in detail levels, and the lowest frequency subband coefficients do 
not always provide good approximation of the original signal. The wavelet 
decomposition scheme matches the models of sound octave-division for per- 
ceptual scales. Wavelet transform also provides a multi-scale representation of 
sound information, so that we can build indexing structure based on this scale 
property. Moreover, audio signals are non-stationary signals whose frequency 
contents evolve with time. Wavelet transform provides both frequency and 
time information simultaneously. These properties of wavelet transform for 
sound signal decomposition forms the foundation of the audio retrieval and 
indexing system developed in this section. 

The wavelet decomposition is taken up to 9 levels. An increase in the 
level of decomposition increases the number of features extracted for index- 
ing. This improves the retrieval performance at the expense of more computa- 
tional overhead. The statistical model based on the Laplacian mixture of two 
components developed for the texture retrieval in Section 2.1 is applied for 
feature extraction from the embedded audio. It is observed that parameters 
of the model are a good representation of the audio segments and define the 
global characteristics of the audio. The parameters for this statistical model 
are estimated using the EM algorithm. 

The following components form the feature vector used for indexing the 
video clips: (a) Mean and standard deviation of the wavelet coefficients in 
the Low frequency subband, (b) Model parameters [al, bl,  bz] calculated for 
each of the high frequency subband (cf. Eqs. (5)-(6)). The feature vector is 
29-dimensional in case of 9-level wavelet decomposition of the audio clips. The 
components of the feature vector represent different physical quantities and 
have different dynamic ranges. Therefore normalization of the feature vector 
is required to put equal emphasis on each component. 



3.3 Combining Audio and Visual Information 

The audio and visual features may not be directly combined because they 
are different in both physical structure as well as their feature dimensions. 
Thus, the video ranking is obtained separately from audio and visual fea- 
ture databases. These ranking results are then combined to obtain the final 
similarity ranking decision. Using the visual feature database and (21), the 
similarity scores between the query interval I, and other video intervals in the 
database are generated. This results in s$), i = 1, ..., NT, where NT denotes 
the total number of video files in the database. These scores are sorted in 
increasing order, so that video interval Ii can be associated with its ranking 
index, Rank:). In this way, ~ank:) < Rank:) if 5'::) < s'~' ,  V j  # i. Sim- 

93 ilarly, the ranking of audio feature database produces the similarity scores, 
(a) Sqi , i = 1, ... , NT, which are used to obtained ranking indexes, ~ a n k g ) ,  

i = 1, . . . , NT. For the i-th video interval Ii ,  the resulting ranking scores from 
visual and audio, Rank:) and Rank?) are then combined to obtain a new 
similarity score as: 

s$'~' = Rank?) + (J) Rank:), 

where J is the scaling factor, which is set to 0 5 J 5 1, so as to control the 
impact of audio-feature ranking outcomes. This combination produces a new 
set of similarity scores, s$'~), i = 1, ..., NT which are arranged to obtain the 
retrieval set. It is noted that the selection criteria for J in (22) is dependent 
on the application. In general, the number of classes defined by the audio 
features is usually small compared to the one defined by visual features. In 
the experiment, we see that the current system performed well with the proper 
choice of parameter J, while its performance is decreased when J -+ 1. 

3.4 Experimental Results 

For our video database, we use three Hollywood movies, fifteen music videos, 
and six commercial videos. These videos are segmented into 6,000 video clips, 
each of which contains one to three shots, and has length of approximately 30 
seconds. For visual descriptor, we choose a model set length of T = 2000, which 
is used to index video and obtain nonzero feature vector w~, ,  i = 1, ..., 6000. 
The feature dimension of w is in the range between 5 and 159, with the 
mean value = 29.The audio feature extraction discussed in Section 3.2 was 
applied to the video database, where a 29-dimensional vector is used as an 
audio feature. Figure 3 shows the GUI and query interface implemented by 
this system. 

Twenty five queries were generated from different high-level query con- 
cepts that include "fighting", "ship crashing", "love scene", "music video", 
and "dance party". We used five queries for each concept, and measured re- 
trieval precisions from the top 16 best matches. Figure 4 compares precision 



Fig. 3. GUI and query interface of the proposed CBVR system using audio-visual 
descriptors. 

results obtained by using audio descriptor, visual descriptor, and audio-visual 
descriptor. The results in this figure are obtained by averaging the precisions 
within the query concepts, as well as within the overall queries. This figure 
clearly reveals the benefits of combined audio-visual features. Using the visual 
and audio features together yielded the highest retrieval accuracy at 94.8% 
precisions. These results show that the audio and visual features are robust 
to the nature of query. This system takes advantage of the dominant feature 
in each query concept to achieve high retrieval accuracy, which indicates the 
importance of using multimodality signal analysis for video retrieval. 

4 Image Retrieval in Distributed Digital Libraries 

In the internet era, rich multimedia information is easily accessible by every- 
one attached to the network. While the amount of multimedia content keeps 
growing, locating the relevant information becomes more and more time con- 
suming. A successful networked CBR system should therefore maximize the 
retrieval precision while optimizing the network resources. Most of the CBR 
systems proposed today assume a centralized query server, such as QBIC [16] 
and VisualSEEk [17]. Content query over distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) net- 
work is studied in [18], with the assumption that a peer contains only one im- 
age category. To handle the search across a substantial number of distributed 
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Fig. 4. Average Precision Rate (% ) obtained by using audio, visual, and audio- 
visual descriptors, measured from five high-level query concepts. 

databases, a meta-search engine (MSE) incorporating the search-agent pro- 
cessing model (SAPM) is proposed [19]. Here, we initiate a different approach 
by studying practical scenarios where multiple image categories exist in each 
individual database in the distributed storage network. In this scenario, we 
apply an automatic relevance feedback method described in [33] to the net- 
worked databases, where the system can achieve high retrieve accuracy as well 
as minimize network resources. The proposed system employs unsupervised 
learning method, the self-organizing tree map (SOTM) algorithm to minimize 
user interaction from the conventional relevance feedback learning process. 

4.1 CBR over Centralized, Clustered, and Distributed Storage 
Networks 

According to the distribution of the feature database, we classify CBR sys- 
tems into centralized, clustered, and distributed P2P systems, as illustrated 
in Figure 5 .  

Centralized CBR System 

A centralized CBR system maintains a central server to handle the query re- 
quests. Upon retrieving the relevant images according to the feature similarity 
measure, the universal content locator (URL) will be returned to  the request- 
ing host. The actual content will be transferred directly from the content server 
to the requesting host. The centralized CBR systems keep the entire feature 
descriptor database in a centralized server. The real image content may or may 
not be located on the same server. The centralized CBR server retrieves rel- 
evant content based on the feature-descriptor database. The drawback of the 
centralized CBR system is the scalability to handle growing retrieval requests 
and larger image databases. 
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Fig. 5. Networked CBR system. 

Clustered C B R  System 

When the image database grows, the centralized CBR approach does not 
scale to handle the growing computational requirement. Therefore, we propose 
a clustered CBR system which pre-classifies the feature descriptor database 
into non-overlapping categories, and each category is stored in a different 
server. The clustered CBR approach helps to reduce the computational and 
bandwidth requirement for the centralized CBR system. To address the issue 
of scalability for centralized CBR system, the feature descriptor database can 
be pre-clustered and stored in different servers. Each server in the cluster will 
pre-compute the centroid, which is the mean of the feature descriptors stored 
in this particular server. 

During the query stage, the best query server is firstly identified from the 
similarity measure of the query feature descriptor and the cluster centroid 
using the nearest neighbor algorithm. Once the query server is identified, 
relevant content will be retrieved within the feature descriptor database stored 
on this server. 

In our study, only the best server is identified to perform the content query. 
Content query over multiple best-matched servers may potentially result in 
better retrieval precision at the cost of computation and bandwidth. 



4.2 Distr ibuted CBR System 

To further acknowledge the high correlation between each individual image 
database resulting from, for example, hobbyist photo collections, a decentral- 
ized CBR system attempts to group distributed nodes which share the same 
image categories. Then, retrievals are made at  each node. A special case of 
the decentralized database system using the peer-to-peer (P2P) network is 
studied. Each node in the P2P network acts both as a client for requesting 
images and a server for re-distributing the images. Since a peer can join and 
leave the network at  any time, a challenge of this distributed CBR system is 
to address the non-guaranteed level of service of the P2P network. To localize 
the search, the query packet is always associated with certain Time-to-live 
(TTL) levels. Database storage on distributed servers had been applied in the 
industry to provide high availability (providing continuous service if one or 
more servers are unintentionally out of service) and efficiency (access from the 
closest server geographically). P2P network is a special case of such a network 
where each node in the network behaves as a database server. 

The underlying assumption of the multimedia content collection on a P2P 
node consists of limited categories, as the user behavior determines the data 
collection. Distributed CBR systems can benefit from such high correlation 
among certain peers, hence reduce the computation and bandwidth cost by 
searching within a limited subset of peers. Each peer's image collection can 
be considered as a subset of the whole image database, and no assumption is 
made on the inter-dependencies or collaborating work between any two peers. 
Therefore, the overlap between peers can be used to improve the retrieval 
precision. 

Each peer in the P2P CBR system maintains two tables of neighbors. The 
first type of neighbors are called the generic neighbor which typically represent 
the neighbors with the least physical hop counts. The other type of neighbors 
are called the community neighbors and common interest is shared among the 
community. Two stages of operation are required: community neighborhood 
discovery and quey within the community neighborhood. 

Communi ty  Neighborhood Discovery 

As shown in Figure 6(a), a peer node originates the query request to its 
generic neighbors in the P2P network. Whenever a peer node receives a query 
request, it will (1) decrement the TTL, and forward the request to the generic 
neighbors when TTL > 1, and (2) perform the content search within the peer's 
feature descriptor database. The retrieval results of each peer are transmitted 
to the original query peer directly in order to improve the efficiency. 

Like most P2P applications, the proposed distributed CBR system applies 
an application layer protocol, such that the system can be realized on today's 
Internet without modifying the underlying network infrastructure. The pro- 
posed query packet format to traverse through the P2P network is shown in 
Figure 6(c). 



Once the destination peer receives the query and performs feature match, 
it will issue a Query Reply to the query requester directly. The query results 
are in the form of filenames and distance. The actual file transfer is not part 
of the protocol, and protocols like HTTP, RTP, with or without encryption, 
may be applied depending on the application. Transferring the actual image 
content is coupled with the feature descriptor transmission, to eliminate the 
need to re-compute the feature descriptors upon receiving a new image. The 
proposed query search and query response packet format to traverse through 
the P2P network are shown in Figures 6(b) and 6(d), respectively. 

The query peer maintains a table of community neighbors based on past 
retrieval results to identify the peers which collects similar image database. 

Query within the Community Neighborhood 

Once the community neighbors are identified, subsequent queries will be made 
to limited peers within the community neighborhood. To improve the com- 
munication efficiency, instead of forwarding the request hop-by-hop in the 
community neighborhood discovery stage, direct communication between the 
peers is applied. The same packet format is used for Query and Query Re- 
sponse within the community neighborhood. 

Each peer in the community neighborhood collects more than one category 
of images, with at least one common category as the requesting peer to satis- 
fying the criteria to be listed in the community neighborhood. Therefore, the 
same image appears in multiple peers are likely belong to the common category 
in the community neighborhood. Let Ret(I,P,) denote the retrieved result us- 
ing query image I from peer P,, where P, E {community neighborhood}. Let 
N(nRet(1,Pn)) denote the number of occurrences of each retrieved image 
I .  Let D N ( ~ )  be the occurrences distance, which is calculated by normaliz- 
ing N(nRet(1,Pn)). Assign the weighting factor Wp2p = [WD WN] to the 
feature distance DfeatUre and distance measure according to the number of 
occurrences DN(I),  respectively. The similarity ranking is: 

Distributed CBR with Automatic Relevance Feedback 

While automatic relevance feedback (ARF) reduces the need for human inter- 
action for relevance feedback [33], integrating ARF to the proposed distributed 
CBR framework introduces new challenges for repeated requests to multiple 
peers, which consumes bandwidth and computational resources. To address 
this issue, an incremental searching mechanism is proposed to reduce the level 
of transactions between the peers. 

As shown in Figure 7(a), peer A originates a query request to its nearest 
neighbor peer B. Peer B performs the query, and returns the top matched 



Fig. 6. (a) Neighborhood discovery, (b) Search within community neighborhood, 
(c) Packet format for Query, (d) Packet format for Query Reply 

feature descriptors to peer A. Consequently, Peer A evaluates the retrieval 
results using the self-organizing tree map (SOTM) algorithm, and generates 
a new feature vector using RBF method [33]. A new query request using the 
new feature vector will be sent to peer B, as well as incrementing the audience 
to peer C. The query request and automated retrieval evaluation process is 
repeated until a pre-defined number of query peers is reached. 

Offline Feature Calculation 

As described previously, online feature calculation requires high computa- 
tional resources and results in delay for content retrieval. Redundant online 
feature computation can be eliminated by the following specifications: 

Each image stored in the P2P CBR network is attached with its feature 
descriptor. 
When a peer creates a new image, the feature descriptors will be computed 
and attached with the image file before announcing the availability of the 
new image. 
Any image transmission over the distributed P2P network will be coupled 
with the transmission of the image's feature descriptor. 

Advanced Feature Calculation 

For extensibility, apart from offline feature calculation, an ideal CBR system 
should also allow new features to be computed on the fly. These new features, 
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Fig. 7. Advance Feature Calculation. 

typically address the specific feature for a query image, are best implemented 
with the ARF such that no additional human interaction is required. To realize 
advanced feature descriptors for the distributed CBR systems, we propose two 
approaches: Query Node ARF and Agent-based ARF: 

Query Node ARE As illustrated in Figure 7(a), the query node, Peer A, 
makes the initial request to the destination node, Peer B. The destination 
nodes will transfer the retrieved images to the query node. The query node 
will calculate the advanced feature descriptor on the fly and perform ARF. A 
new query vector will be generated and a new query will be made from the 
query node to the destination nodes repeatedly, until a pre-defined number of 
iterations is met. 

Agent-based ARF: The major drawback of the Query Node ARF approach 
is the bandwidth cost for multiple retrieved image transmission to the query 
node, as well as the computation cost for the query node to calculate advanced 
features on-the-fly. We propose an infrastructure applying the software agent 
technique [20] to offload the bandwidth and computation cost from the query 
node. As shown in Figure 7(b), the query node, Peer A, initiates a software 
agent to carry the query vector using standard a feature descriptor, as well 
as the advanced feature algorithm, to the destination node, Peer B. Peer B 
performs the retrieval with ARF with the query vector together with the 
advanced features computed for all the images on-the-fly. The software agent 
carries the query vector, advanced feature algorithm, as well as the retrieved 
images from Peer B, to the subsequent neighbor node, Peer C. Upon reaching 
a pre-defined number of neighbors, the software agent will carry the retrieved 
images back to the query node. 

Offloading computational cost from the query node to destination nodes 
raises security concern, as the flexibility of remote procedure execution opens 
the doorway for various malicious attacks. Authenticating as well as validating 
the integrity of the software agent is therefore a must. 



Fig. 8. (a) Statistical retrieval result for the proposed P2P CBR system, (b) CBR 
with automatic relevance feedback using RBF and SOTM methods. 

4.3 Experimental  Results  

For experimental purpose, a P2P network is constructed using an evenly dis- 
tributed tree structure and each peer is connected to five other peers. The 
number of image categories each peer possesses follows normal distribution, 
with the mean pCat=10 and the standard deviation aCat=2. The number of 
image per category is also normally distributed, with the mean pi,,,,, =50, 
and the standard deviation uimage=5. 

The simulation is performed with the Core1 photo image database, which 
consists of 40,000 color images. The statistical results are taken from averag- 
ing the 100 queries in the categories of bird, canyon, dog, old-style airplane, 
airplane models, fighter jet, tennis, Boeing airplane, bonsai, and balloon. 

Figure 8(a) shows the statistical analysis of the size of community neigh- 
borhood to the retrieval precision. We observe a steady increase for the re- 
trieval precision against the size of the community neighborhood. Such char- 
acteristics serve the foundation of the proposed P2P CBR system. 

The same experiment is repeated for clustered CBR systems, where the 
image database is pre-classified into 10 clusters using the k-means algorithm. 
Prior to the similarity matching process, the best cluster to perform the re- 
trieval is determined from the query feature descriptor and the cluster centroid 
using the nearest-neighbor algorithm. As shown in Figure 8(b), the proposed 
clustered CBR system trades off 5.75% retrieval precision in average for of- 
floading the computation with an order 0 (1 /N)  where N=10. 

The inter-dependence between each individual image database can be used 
to improve the retrieval precision for a centralized CBR system, using the 
same algorithm proposed for a distributed CBR system. While the centralized 
CBR system typically includes a higher order of database, higher diversity 
is expected. In our simulation, the number of images per category is also 
normally distributed, with pCat=20, acat=5, pimages =50 and ai,ape=20. 



Fig. 9. (a) CBR from a centralized database, the retrieval precision is 55%, (b) 
Relevance feedback with single iteration, the overall retrieval precision is 70%, (c) 
Relevance feedback with five iterations, the overall retrieval precision is 80%, (d) 
P2P CBR with automated relevance feedback, the overall retrieval precision is 95% 

Comparisons between the centralized CBR, the clustered CBR, central- 
ized CBR accounting inter-dependencies between individual databases, and 
the distributed CBR, are illustrated in Figure 8(b). Accounting the overlap 
between relevant databases used for distributed P2P CBR, as described in 
Section 4.2, we observed improvement in the retrieval precision for central- 
ized CBR with similarity weighting. 

Finally, screen shots of a query for an airplane, from the centralized 
database, with the first and fifth iteration of interactive relevance feedback, 
and with ARF on the distributed P2P CBR system, are shown in Figure 9(a)- 
(d) , respectively. 



5 From Content-based to Concept-based Retrieval 

Preceding sections have accounted works in content-based retrieval (CBR) 
from attempts to derive content-based perceptual features, considerations 
about search strategies in distributed environments, to the use of cues for 
indexing and retrieval of video data. In this section, we take an elevated post, 
to review the defining characteristic and usefulness of the current CBR ap- 
proaches and to articulate any required extension in order to support semantic 
queries. 

5.1 Defining Characteristic of Content-based Retrieval 

The defining characteristic of CBR lies with the content-based perceptual fea- 
tures. In many ways, CBR can be identified with modern information retrieval 
(modern IR). To provide content access to images and audiovisual documents, 
CBR conveniently drew from modern IR the automation motivation, content- 
based indexing techniques, and the query-by-example (QBE) paradigm. Ac- 
cordingly, vector space similarity model, similarity ranking, term-weighting, 
relevance-feedback, and post-coordinate indexing are not alien concepts in 
the literature of both practices. Further still, as modern IR relied on relevance 
feedback to sidestep the difficulty encountered in natural language processing, 
CBR has made heavy use of relevance feedback to circumvent the problem 
faced in semantic gap. In addition to these shared characteristics, however, 
as images and audiovisual documents are perceived by perceptual qualities, 
CBR has also acquired the capability to derive visual and audio features from 
audiovisual documents such that these documents can be retrieved by their 
perceptual characteristics i.e. to query images for visual characteristics, to 
query audios for aural characteristics, and to query audiovisual documents 
for multimodal characteristics. Therefore, it is the perceptual features (and 
not the content-based indexing or QBE) that distinguish CBR from earlier 
information retrieval practices. 

In practice, a small set of perceptual features has been introduced in the 
literature of CBR. In [21] for example, nearly two dozen perceptual features 
were identified to constitute the indices of some forty better known CBR 
prototypes reported in recent time. These features were used to characterize 
perceptual senses of color, texture, and shape. They were extensively used to 
serve two distinct types of search in CBR i.e. perceptual similarity and object 
relevance. A perceptual similarity search normally uses QBE to obtain a list 
of documents judged to be perceptually similar---on overall appearance or 
feature-wise similarity to the query; while an object relevance search intends 
to return a list of documents of which a certain object forms part of the 
document. 

To this end, it is probably acceptable to conjecture that perceptual simi- 
larity search has reached maturity for commercial applications. Consequently, 
the bulk of recent effort has moved to focus on object relevance search or more 
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Fig. 10. Semantic abstraction in MUSEUM. 

broadly on semantic retrieval. The state-of-the-art issue in CBR is thus on 
addressing semantic gap, that is to find ways such that semantic queries can 
be operated by using perceptual features. 

5.2 Modalities Come to the Aid of Semantic Search 

The quest for objects is a standing challenge. A methodology used to derive 
objects from perceptual features is depicted in MUSEUM [22] replicated in 
Figure 10. In this approach, the identification of "Lassy" a pet would be pre- 
ceded by the spotting of an object class called "dog" that in turn comprises 
certain geometrical objects associated with certain colors, textures and struc- 
tural relationships which could be derived from perceptual features. Thus, 
to operate object-search, content-based image retrieval (CBR) has depended 
heavily on vision techniques. 

Following CBR, earlier works in content-based video retrieval (CBVR) 
have also attempted to search for objects by visual features. In [23], searches 
for objects were approached by using local color histograms and color maps. 
Each of the periodically sampled frames was subdivided into 30x30 cells where 
local color histogram and bitmaps of the dominant colors were computed 
and indexed. In a search, corresponding features of the example query were 
also computed thus allowing the search for content object to be operated by 
similarity matching of perceptual features. 

However, deriving objects from visual features is well-known to be demand- 
ing in vision studies. Fortunately, unlike CBIR in which object detection is 
primarily an image segmentation task, CBVR may take advantage of other 
perceptual features evident in an audiovisual document. Observably, salient 
objects in a typical video segment are likely to be associated with certain pat- 
terns of movement. Thus motion can be used to identify the occurrence of 
salient objects in a video segment. In [24], moving objects were approximated 



by motion vectors and the search operation was operated as QBE similarity 
search. 

The fusion of modalities constitutes a significant advance in CBR. It  con- 
siderably lessens the burden for identifying salient objects in audiovisual doc- 
uments. Along this line, many heartening works have been reported. In [25], 
spatiotemporal features were used to compose salient video stills by princi- 
pally mapping moving objects (foreground) of a scene into a high resolution 
background; in [26], a video sequence was characterized based on a dual hier- 
archy of spatial and temporal representations; in [27], textual words in video 
frames were also detected and indexed; in [28], speech recognition was used 
to detect and index verbal contents of news broadcasts; in [29], spotting by 
association was used to enhance the detection of semantics such that a news 
segment about the state of the union speech could be detected with the help of 
clues such as visual contexts of meeting and people as well as the coincidence 
of face and keywords I ,  believe, and think; and in 1301, a probabilistic frame- 
work called multimedia objects was used to model semantic concepts in the 
perceptual feature space. Retrieval was then operated as a pattern recognition 
task over the multimodal features. 

Thus far it is clear that the success of a CBR system to support semantic 
queries is dependent on its capability to derive semantic objects from percep- 
tual features. 

5.3 Getting Further with Semantic Retrieval 

Ideally the use of low-level perceptual features would afford elegant searches 
for every semantic concept. Nevertheless, operating semantic retrieval upon 
perceptual features has encountered numerous problems. 

First it evokes high query cost. Traditionally, semantic retrieval was based 
on QBE-based similarity matching. In light of the incapacity of &BE to sup- 
port semantic keyword query [31], more recent works have had similarity 
matching replaced by pattern recognition tasks [12]. For example, rather than 
to compose an example query, a predefined concept such as explosion [30] 
was detected by using hierarchical HMMs over color histograms, difference 
between the histograms in the successive frames, and an evenly spaced filter 
bank for the audio signal. Unfortunately, operating semantic retrieval with 
pattern recognition tasks also results in high query cost. 

Perceptual features based semantic search also entails verbose indices. In 
contrast to a common belief that perceptual features can facilitate high index 
exhaustiveness, the operational versatility of perceptual features is nonetheless 
limited. As similarity in CBR is determined by perceptual features used, se- 
mantic retrieval may require a large feature set. For example if finger print or 
mammogram documents are to be queried for content concepts; color, texture, 
shape, and layout features that work for photographs will likely be unbefit- 
ting. Likewise, to search for similar faces, a feature like eigenface will need 



to be used. Thus the going is rough; operating a decent semantic retrieval 
system may require a multitude of perceptual features. 

Furthermore, non-verbally expressed information in images and audiovi- 
sual documents encompasses concrete and abstract objects. Any attempts to 
resolve semantic gaps necessarily assume a consistent correlation exists be- 
tween semantic concepts and perceptual features. Notably top level objects in 
Figure 10 include a man named Joe Smith, a pet called Lassy, and the scene 
of the San Francisco skyline. They are concrete objects that have representa- 
tions in perceptual senses. On the other hand, there are abstract concepts such 
as cost, information, and time that may not have perceptual representation. 
These concepts can not be supported naturally by perceptual features. 

Consequently, CBR is experiencing significant slow down on its pace of 
progress. Works on semantic retrieval have been able to entertain only a small 
set of concepts on a rather small set of documents. Any breakthrough is likely 
only after great advance in computational intelligence. 

5.4 Concept-based Retrieval 

In light of the problems faced, a foundational redesign may be warranted 
to advance semantic retrieval for dealing with a larger set of concepts that 
operates on a larger set of documents. 

Suppose one is building a retrieval system for chess game videos. What use- 
fulness shall this system facilitate? Naturally a chess game video incorporates 
more than just objects and verbal information. The usefulness thus should not 
be confined to accessing information expressed in natural languages alone or 
just to allocate objects such as pawn, rook, and queen; it should also embrace 
non-verbally expressed game concepts-check, fork, king's gambit, positional 
game, etc. The challenge thus lies on how non-verbally expressed concepts 
may be indexed and queried? 

To deal with non-verbally expressed information in images and audiovi- 
sual documents, a document is better treated as a piece of information bear- 
ing medium, having on it the representation of thoughts expressed in certain 
languages. The existence of such languages is necessary to guarantee commu- 
nications. In other words, expressions in a document will need to be made in 
accordance with a convention that is understood by its readers; otherwise no 
communication can be justified. More specifically, a language is meant here 
to cover all structured and conventional methods of communication includ- 
ing the system of signs and rules. It thus comprises natural languages and 
other non-verbal systems such as body language, painterly language, music 
language, and also the signs and rules of the chess game. 

Treating documents as the embodiment medium for expressed thoughts of 
certain languages not only affords a convenient view as to what constitutes 
the semantic contents of a document, but more importantly the insight into 
how semantic retrieval can be operated. As a thought is communicated with 
a certain concept language in a document, the key to concept-based retrieval 
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is to allocate the lexicon and grammar of that concept language and to built 
index and query structures upon them. Perhaps one may draw a convenient 
analogy to the working of full-text indexing. In the parlance of the latter, 
concept-based retrieval shall seek to allocate all distinct words of a concept 
language and the mechanism by which a more specific concept is expressed by 
using words in that language. Subsequently the words are used to index the 
document collection while the concatenation mechanisms such as concurrency 
(AND) and adjacency (ADJ) operators are used to support query operation. 
Arbitrary concept query may then be supported by post-coordination of words 
with the concatenation operators. In the vernacular of [32], the basic design of 
concept-based retrieval is to derive elemental concepts (elecepts) and genera- 
tive grammar of the concept language and to build index and query structures 
based upon them. 

Figure 11 illustrates the basic processes of concept-based retrieval. First 
the salient aspects of relevance called relecepts of a database are identified. 
Each relecept is then subject to a generative concept analysis where elecepts 
and generative grammar of the concept language are derived. Documents are 
then indexed with elecept indices, whereas generative grammar is used to 
operate the query operation. 

Elecept indices may extend several advantages. First they support eco- 
nomical indexing. As elecepts are finite discrete entities, a concise description 



scheme can be devised. For example, to provide semantic search for game 
concepts in chess game, chess elecepts can be indexed by using shorthand 
notation instead of traditional perceptual features. 

Elecept indices also extend less-demanding burdens on concept detection. 
As elecepts are finite discrete granular concepts, the operations needed to de- 
tect elecepts from a document are likely to comprise less demanding tasks. 
Sensibly to support the game concept, only movement information is neces- 
sary; thus we need to process only those frames in a short moment after a 
move has taken place. Concept detection thus can enjoy the support of context 
hints to avoid the need to track the video continuously and expensively. 

Furthermore the use of elecept indices also emphasizes a clear distinction 
between conceptual entity and its representation. Continuing with the chess- 
game example, clearly elecept indices may be derived from a chess dictionary 
by using optical-character-recognition (OCR), from existing digital archives 
where a simple filtering computation is sufficient, or else from a live game 
video where more demanding vision-based mechanisms are required. 

Meanwhile for the query operation, elecept indices can be treated as a vec- 
tor of elecept terms where numerous query techniques developed in modern IR 
and CBR can be utilized. Nevertheless, unlike perceptual features, an inverted 
index of elecepts can also be judiciously devised. As elecepts are essentially 
vocabulary of a concept language, indices in concept-based retrieval comprise 
representation of granular concepts rather than simply content-based features. 
For example, elecept indices for the abovementioned chess-game may encap- 
sulate the information about where the pieces were after each move in the 
game. Accordingly an inverted index of elecepts can be used to find docu- 
ments where certain movement concepts occur in chess games. The use of 
inverted index of elecepts in turn confers an attractive inducement, not only 
in terms of operational efficiency, but also the extension of queryability as gen- 
erative grammar operators such as AND, OR, NOT, ADJ, NEAR, WITHIN 
are used to post-coordinate a large number of semantic queries from the fine 
grain elemental concept indices. 
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